Perfusion studies in relation to intestinal absorption

Traditional tolerance and balance studies can give at best only crude and indirect estimates of overall intestinal absorptive function in man. The introduction of long intestinal tubes\(^1\) provided a more direct method of studying absorption by the different regions of the gastrointestinal tract. Originally gut segments were isolated by balloons, solutions were introduced directly into the lumen, and unabsorbed material was recovered after a time interval\(^3\). These methods were probably unreliable, because leakage of material past the balloons was likely and it was difficult or impossible to recover unabsorbed material rapidly and completely. The use of nonabsorbable markers in human intubation studies\(^5\) was a great advance, because it meant that quantitative recovery of unabsorbed material was no longer essential. The required properties of such markers are extremely important and have been discussed in detail elsewhere\(^6\). At the present time, polyethylene glycol (PEG, Mwt 4,000) is the most widely used water-soluble marker available and has been subjected to critical assessment\(^8\).

Perfusion methods using transintestinal tubes and employing markers were introduced by Schedl and Clifton in 1961\(^9\), and multilumen tube methods were described by Fordtran and colleagues\(^11\) and later by Holdsworth and Dawson\(^12\). The principles and practical details of these methods are now well known and have been described in these and many subsequent papers (for example references 22-26, 41-43). It should be stressed that an open-ended steady-state system must be produced, in which concentrations of solute and marker are steady with respect to time but vary with distance down the intestinal segment. This is quite a different situation from that which obtains using closed loops, when concentration changes are related to time and the concentration is uniform throughout the loop. Only during the steady state can absorption rates of water and solute be calculated from the proximal infusion rate and the change in concentration of solute and marker between infusion and collection points.

A wide range of infusion rates has been used (usually 8-30 ml per minute) and, recently, there has been a tendency to criticize the faster rates as ‘unphysiological’. However, no direct information is available about normal flow rates in different parts of the intestine after meals, although indirect assessment can be made. Thus, intubation studies in man indicate that, following a steak meal, approximately 2,000 ml of fluid may enter the duodenum\(^13\). Assuming negligible absorption in the duodenum itself\(^14\), and that this fluid enters the upper jejunum within a period of three to four hours\(^5\), an approximate jejunal flow rate of 10 ml per minute can be calculated. It is not necessarily a virtue to choose infusion rates of this magnitude, because it must be stressed that absorption from a steady-state perfusion system is very different from absorption from bolus of food or fluid, which pass in both directions repeatedly during the more gradual onward progression of a meal. In the latter more strictly physiological situation the
mucosal contact time is likely to be much greater. In this sense the perfusion system is almost as artificial as a closed loop or any other type of in vivo preparation. Purely experimental criteria such as solute concentration fall, length of gut perfused, and state of distension of gut, should be considered when deciding on a suitable infusion rate.

There are many difficulties and assumptions inherent in perfusion methodology. In practice, it is almost impossible to obtain a truly steady state. Such uncontrolled factors as proximal backwash of infused fluid, intrinsic gut motility, and mucosal blood flow may be responsible for variations from moment to moment in segmental absorption rates. It is, therefore, essential that samples be collected over prolonged periods so as to minimize the effects of this variation. Equilibration periods of 30 to 60 minutes and collection periods of similar duration are recommended by various authors, the longer periods being required for slow infusion rates and long study segments. Such periods clearly limit the number of studies that can be performed on even the most cooperative subject and represent an important practical disadvantage of the method.

A major theoretical disadvantage of the simple double-lumen technique is that it makes no allowance for endogenous gut secretions which may, even in the fasting state, contaminate the study segment from above. Several modifications of the technique have been introduced recently in order to obviate this difficulty, but each has its disadvantages, and the practical importance of excluding contamination has never been demonstrated directly. The three-lumen tube method incorporates a mixing segment, which allows infused and contaminating fluids to mix and be sampled proximal to the study segment. This has been described and assessed as a means of studying water and electrolyte absorption. Significant contamination should underestimate rates of solute and water absorption, but a recent study, in which the two- and three-lumen methods have been compared, suggests that the former technique may not in fact underestimate sodium and water absorption rates in the normal jejunum. This implies that recent estimates of the mean flow rate of fasting intestinal contents are too high, and the methods used can be criticized. A major practical disadvantage of the three-lumen tube is that solute and water may be absorbed by the mixing segment, so that the flow rate and composition of fluid entering the study segment cannot be controlled. For kinetic studies adequate control is essential, because both substrate concentration and flow rate may have marked effects on absorption (personal observations to be published and references 12, 20). It is, therefore, difficult to design experiments and interpret results if this control is lacking.

Contamination can be effectively prevented by means of a proximal inflatable balloon, and this method avoids the disadvantages of a mixing segment. It is probably more uncomfortable for the patient and, theoretically, it seems possible that inflation might affect gut motility and mucosal blood flow to such an extent that absorption rates are altered. If this is not the case, the ideal way of deciding about the importance of excluding fasting intestinal contents for any particular solute would probably be to compare perfusion periods in individual subjects with a proximal balloon inflated and deflated. To my knowledge, this has not been reported, although it is alluded to in reference 22. Contamination is certainly unimportant as far as solutes such as glucose and most aminoacids are concerned. They are present in small
or negligible concentration in fasting gut contents and are absorbed avidly. Solutes such as calcium and magnesium, although present in low concentration in intestinal contents, are absorbed relatively inefficiently and this means that even a small amount of contamination may be quite unacceptable, although there is no direct evidence to support this. All these factors must be taken into consideration when deciding on the best way to study absorption of any particular solute.

The great advantage of these methods is that quantitative and kinetic aspects of absorption can be studied. This may shed light on absorptive mechanisms and it enables comparison to be made with results of animal studies. However, kinetic data should not be overinterpreted. Studies of the absorption of several monosaccharides and aminoacids have shown that saturable mechanisms are involved and that there is competition for transport. The hydrolysis and absorption of various disaccharides have been studied and analysed in a similar way. A saturable relationship between luminal concentration of solute and its rate of absorption or hydrolysis can be considered analogous to the kinetics of enzyme-substrate interaction. All this means is that the substrate combines with and dissociates from some factor during transport and that this step limits the transport rate. This factor may be an enzyme or carrier involved in a specific transport process or it may be a purely physical phenomenon, such as adsorption to pores or membranes (for a full discussion, see reference 27). From reciprocal plots of absorption (or hydrolysis) rates and substrate concentration (Lineweaver-Burk), certain constants can be derived: $v_{\text{max}}$, which is the theoretical maximum absorption rate, and $K_m$, the substrate concentration required to half-saturate the absorption process. However, it must be emphasized that these absolute values may mean very little. There are large discrepancies between results obtained by different workers (for example, Table 2 of reference 29) and the values are probably affected by such factors as segment length and infusion rate, although this has not been specifically studied. Furthermore, these values bear little relationship to the corresponding figures obtained with in vitro intestinal preparations (for example, reference 30 pp 84, 123 and reference 24, table 5). In general, values for $K_m$ are much higher in intact man than in intestine in vitro, often by a factor of 10- or 20-fold. A possible explanation for the high $K_m$ in man is that there are often appreciable gradients of luminal solute concentration down the segment, so that much of the mucosa is exposed to relatively low concentrations. Some authors have used the geometric mean of initial and final concentration, rather than initial concentration, in their kinetic analyses, but even then the $K_m$ is many times greater than comparable figures in vitro. Furthermore, in rat perfusions in vivo high values of $K_m$ for glucose were found in spite of relatively small concentration gradients along the segment. A more probable explanation is that, in vivo, transported solute is rapidly removed by the blood stream so that it does not accumulate in tissue. This may mean that a much higher luminal concentration is required to saturate the rate-limiting step in transport. However, the values for different sugars and aminoacids may be usefully compared, provided the experimental conditions are constant.

The regional absorption of fluid and electrolytes in intact man can probably only be studied in intubation methods, although other methods are available for studying absorption by the whole gut. Isotopes of water
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and individual electrolytes have been used to measure both net transport and unidirectional fluxes in the small intestine and also in the colon. A recent report on the effects of antidiuretic hormone on sodium and water absorption shows that the state of hydration of the patient will affect the results and this should be borne in mind in studies of this kind.

Permeability properties of the intestine have been studied recently by perfusion methods and estimates of the size of the hypothetical water-filled pores have been calculated from these results. A widely quoted report describes a method which employed perfusions of hypertonic solutions of mannitol and other solutes. The rate of water entry into the lumen in response to osmotic gradients was used to calculate ‘effective pore size’ and, in a later paper, possible mechanisms of sodium absorption have been discussed in the light of these findings. Unfortunately, however, there is now some evidence that hypertonic solutions might damage the intestinal mucosa structurally and functionally. Also, other absorption studies suggest that the permeability properties of the intestinal mucosa may be somewhat different when the direction of bulk water flow is from lumen to blood. This problem is receiving much attention at present.

So far relatively few perfusion studies of pathological absorption processes have been reported. Sugar absorption, aminoacid absorption, folic acid absorption, and the permeability properties of the jejunal mucosa have all been studied in patients with tropical and non-tropical sprue and some interesting observations have been made on infantile diarrhoea. There is now direct evidence from perfusion studies that protein-calorie malnutrition in infants is associated with a reversible failure of absorption of glucose and some disaccharides. Theoretically, it would be possible to study the absorption of any water-soluble solute in any pathological state using these methods. However, it must be admitted that the tests are cumbersome and time-consuming both for the patient and the investigator, and, furthermore, the normal ranges of most reported absorption rates are wide. The perfusion method is a valuable research tool, but is unlikely to be helpful in the diagnostic assessment of individual patients.
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